$200 for a Tiny Task in the Blitzkrieg 2 Editor
Future similar tasks are likely. See box below for payment information.
Contact Steve at srn@cfl.rr.com
Battle of Prokhorovka is a non-copyrighted custom single-player scenario that is available for free
(download is here, and also at this alternate location). The download is 4.1 MB. It includes simple clear
instructions for easy installation.
I'd like someone to save the game under another name (BProk) with some minor changes. Then provide a
similar .rar download. Or a .pak file that will work as is in the \Data\ folder.
MY CHANGES FORSAKE ALL HISTORIC REALITY; THAT DOES NOT MATTER TO ME. My version enriches my
German army to a ridiculous and fictitious level so I can just enjoy winning more often. Winning will still be
a severe challenge, because those Russians just keep coming.
The tiny simple changes are these:

1. Double the quantity of each German reinforcement (except aircraft reinforcements).
2. For three specific German artillery types, max out the artillery ammo capacity to highest possible
value (9999 or 99999 or infinite or whatever max is---very unrealistic but desired). These units:
sFH18 150mm Heavy Howitzer, K39 150mm Heavy Gun, WESPE Mobile Howitzer.
3. Add a bridge or land bridge (your choice) cutting across a river as shown.

Main German Location--v

I can pay via this or some other way you specify:
https://secure.moneygram.com/locations
I WILL PAY AND THERE WILL LIKELY BE MORE SIMILAR WELL-PAID FUTURE
TASKS IN THE Bk2 EDITOR, maybe also in other game editors.
I have lots of money so there is no reason to cheat you. AND if I cheat you I won't be able
to pay for similar tasks in future. I am a retired guy who is not savvy at all with these
game/map editors. But I love to play games like Blitzkrieg 2.
The task is tiny, but maybe we can arrange a non-refunable deposit in advance. I am
willing, but that may take you more time (e.g. going to pick up the advance cash) than
actually doing the tiny task and getting paid the full amount.

